
P R E - M A N U F A C T U R E D 

METAL EDGE 
SYSTEMS
Edges are Easy with GenFlex



GENFLEX 
FASCIA PROFILES

The fascia, or the transition trim, is both functional and stylish.  
The cleat  and fascia cover is attached to the face of the building  
to cover the edge of the overlapping membrane and help protect  
the roof from moisture. Provided in easy-to-install 12 ft. lengths.

Reduced install time and labor costs thanks  
to snap-on covers and pre-punched holes 

Excellent edge securement

Meets building codes for wind uplift

Delivers lasting roof protection against harsh weather

WHY GENFLEX METAL EDGE SYSTEMS?

AVOID RISK
All Metal Edge system components meet ANSI/SPRI/FM4435/ES-1  
& FM Approval, as well as Miami-Dade Approval 

SAVE MONEY
Buying pre-manufactured metal edges instead of purchasing  
and maintaining a machine to fabricate the metal saves money.

SAVE TIME
GenFlex simplifies the process from takeoff to quote to installation.  
Plus, all the metal edge components necessary for installation are included.

ONLINE TRAINING
GenFlex offers detailed online installation videos and 
 guides to help throughout the installation process. 

TOTAL WARRANTY SYSTEM
Contact your local GenFlex Sales Representative for details regarding  
which Metal Edge products are eligible for a GenFlex Total System Warranty. 

Choose GenFlex for easy-to-install perimeter edge metal systems. GenFlex roof  
edge products enhance the attractiveness of any EPDM or TPO roof system  
while serving as the first line of defense against wind uplift and water infiltration.



GENFLEX 
DRIP EDGE & GRAVEL STOP

The drip edge helps shield the materials on the side of a building  
from water runoff. The gravel stop is a perimeter edge metal used  
to terminate the membrane of a low slope roof system and prevent  
gravel from being washed away. Both components are essential  
for directing water away from the building.

GenFlex TPO Skirted Drip Edge comes with  
factory-applied TPO skirts so contractors save time.

GenFlex Gravel Stop is quick and easy to install.

GENFLEX 
COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS 

GenFlex offers complementary solutions to roof edge metal.   
These are warrantable and non-warrantable products. 

GenFlex Counterflashing provides a watertight termination 
at the leading edge of the roofing material.

GenFlex Industrial Gutters offer easy installation  
with solid performance and an attractive appearance. 

GenFlex Industrial Downspouts are fabricated  
in sizes to meet specific job requirements.

GENFLEX 
COPING PROFILES

The coping is sheet metal that is bent to form a continuous  
cap covering the top of the roof ’s parapet wall. Today, coping  
is primarily used as an extra layer of protection.

Versatility to cover a variety  
of parapet wall conditions

Can be installed in multiple scenarios 

Manufactured to the specifications of your project
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